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Flash Domingoe

F

was so named because he was undoubtedly one of the smartest
dressed men in Dolphin Bay’s history.
LASH

DOMINGOE

There have been a few others. ‘King’ Spaven was one, but he alternated between either
looking like a tramp or the Lord Mayor of Dolphin Bay with an expensive pearl set in his
cravat. And then there was Jack Rowland, a part Malay and fastidious to the point of
polishing the underneath of his shoes: “So when you lift your feet the man walking behind
can see you’re a real gentleman …”
But for Flash Domingoe it was a full time career. He was not a man of any great
standing, prominence nor wealth. Not in the terms of the outside world that is.
But in Dolphin Bay everyone was of standing and prominence, and if not wealthy in
monetary terms there was a wealth of stories, anecdotes or plain downright gossip that
surrounded each and every man and woman. Even the dreariest of individuals were of
consequence by reason of being dull to the point of it being a talking point.
Flash — or Fredrico San Miguel Fernandez Domingoe — to give him his proper name,
came from a small village in the Philippines. As no-one could speak either Telagu or
Spanish in Australia’s Nor’West and his English was limited, the manner of his arrival in
Dolphin Bay was uncertain.
We are speaking of the early 1900’s with the pearling era well under way. What were
called Manila men were in almost any sea port of the world but, as a rule they stayed with
the vessel they sailed on, and didn’t jump ship as Norwegian or English seamen often did.
But in this Manila man’s case there was a restlessness that evidently found some sort of
fulfilment in being the smartest dressed man around. As a young lad he would slick hack
his hair with coco-nut oil and put his shorts under the mattress at night to get the
semblance of a crease. He proved a willing worker, as his sole motive was to get a few
extra centavos with which to buy the next item of clothing.
Quite early in life he had seen a silent movie depicting an American gun slinger who
played the tables as a gambler on the Mississippi river boats. It was the style of dress that
had grabbed young Fredrico’s imagination. Although the movie was a grainy, clumsy, and
black and white affair, the precise and elegant arm bands of the gambler, his high necked
collar and a tight fitting waist coat made a strong impression on young Fredrico. One day
he too would sit in sartorial splendour at the card table of a Mississippi paddle steamer.
And so he got a berth as a cabin boy on a dirty old tramp steamer that was bound for
San Francisco. But the vessel, leaking heavily, only just made it to Fremantle and the

young adventurer, his hands still blistered from long hours of manning the bilge pumps,
lost no time in quitting the scene of his first major disillusionment in life and sought
another ship.
He found one soon enough. It wasn’t headed for San Francisco but he heard the name
Stockholm, and the crew looked much like Americano’s. Further, he had no money, was in
need of three meals a day and somewhere to sleep. Seemingly it was the S.S.Gudrun he
signed on with. At a later stage he spoke of ‘… mucho problemo …’ on board and
whenever fishing near the site of the wreck of that vessel would point dramatically
downwards and mime the actions of a man turning a brace and bit, a violent storm, and the
shooting of one of the crew. The story of that ill-fated ship and her subsequent
disintegration on the shallows off the north end of the Peron were often spoken of.
Thus our aspiring river boat gambler had, by force of circumstances, to settle for the
less pretentious career as a for’rd hand on a shallow drafted lugger in Dolphin Bay.
But there were some compensation. The bulk of the pearling crews were of a similar
type of Melanesian: either Malays, Kopangers or from some part of the Indonesian
archipelago. The language, simplistic Malay, was easy to pick up. And with the Europeans
he noticed that when he used certain Spanish words of three or four syllables they readily
understood him.
Whilst the pay was only slightly better than what he would have achieved in the
Philippines, he, like the others, became adept at secreting away a percentage of the small
seed pearls when shucking the oysters. These they would trade with Ah Fong the
Chinaman who ran both the opium den and grog shop on the sea front. Or a deal could be
done with Aziz the Afghan when he came into town with his camel train.
It didn’t take long for Fredrico San Miguel Fernandez Domingoe to become known as
‘Flash’ Domingoe. Even on the pearling trawlers in the heat and sweat and amidst the
ropes and pearl shell there was the evidence of the dandy with his bright red bandanna, a
matching coloured sash round his waist and a large glistening ring on one finger.
But it was when he was ashore and of an evening strolling along the front that he came
into his own.
He still had one of those finely embroidered cream coloured silk shirts worn by the
wealthy in the Philippines and a pair of discarded but very presentable cricket trousers.
His shoes had an elaborate brown and white leather pattern and, when sitting down, his
bright yellow socks were visible, held up by calf high suspenders. His small straw hat,
worn jauntily to one side and slightly forward, was a gold colour with a black band into
which was tucked a bright red feather.
To top it all he swung a Malacca cane in his right hand with singular dexterity. For the
uninitiated a Malacca cane is a slender black ebony stick that tapers down to the bottom
and has a silver head. It is sufficiently light in weight for a real toff to twirl around as he
walks along doing interesting 180 or 360 degree turns in either direction.
Sometimes Flash would tuck a flower in his shirt lapel of a colour that would

compliment the brightly coloured blue or red handkerchief cascading out of his shirt
pocket.
All this would be accompanied by a tune he would whistle softly as he strode slowly
past the foul smelling pogey pots and piles of pearl shell along the sea front. Aah yes,
Flash Domingoe was the smartest bantam cockerel in the yard and his was a hard act to
rival.
“Hey Flash,” the Malays would call out, “Mana pirgi — charri prumpuan ? Where are
you going? Looking for the girls?”
Flash would not break his stride and looking disdainfully up at the sky reply, “Saya tida
misti charri prumpuan — dia misti charri saya. I don’t have to look for the girls — the
girls look for me.” The response was the customary good natured laughter and delighted
shrieks from the women.
But on this note Flash was of little interest to the women as he was too caught up with
himself. It wasn’t as though he was a poof or anything. No sir, he was just more interested
in the portrayal of Fredrico to the world and, no doubt, to himself. He was after all, the
best dressed, most elegant and thus most conspicuous man in all of Dolphin Bay. At least
in his opinion he was. And that was all that mattered. He would sometimes say that he was
the Philippines’ ambassador to Dolphin Bay and by inference his bit of Spanish blood
made him the one true descendent of an aristocrat.
He had a little back room in what was called the native quarter at the far end of town
and in there he kept his possessions in a large black tin trunk.
He neither drank nor smoked but occasionally would join in a poker school. He did this
as much to brush up his skills at keeping his composure. After all a Mississippi river boat
gambler knew the art of bluff and if one day he made it to New Orleans he would need to
keep such skills finely honed. He often smiled inwardly when he thought of the hundred
dollar notes that the man in the silent movie had laid on the elegant baize table cloth. Here
at Ah Fong’s grog shop he would gingerly place two copper pennies on the stained
sacking that covered the wooden crate that passed for a table. Win or lose he would soon
detach himself from the cards and resume his stroll along the sea front whistling his
familiar tune.
The years went by. The community grew and in 1914 the distant war in Europe made its
mark on even the remote community of Dolphin Bay. The sale of pearl shell fell away. A
number of the white men, twenty two in all from the small European community of no
more than a hundred, joined up.
But there was a demand for wool with which to make uniforms and Flash picked up
work as a general hand on Dirk Hartog Island which was one vast sheep station. But for
Flash it was a miserable existence. This was the most westerly part of Australia. There
was no community to speak of here; no audience.
Like the rest of Dolphin Bay where there was human habitation, it was, on the face of it,
an idyllic setting. The homestead and out buildings were some fifty yards from the water’s

edge, with the immediate green of the shallow waters and almost a straight line dividing
the deeper blue waters a quarter of a mile out. The beach was white and clean with gulls
swooping here and there.
The station manager, McIntyre, was a white man, a bachelor and getting on in years.
Occasionally one of the business partners would arrive and stay a few days. Flash noticed
they drank a lot of whisky.
There was the cook, old Minah a large woman of part Malay and Aboriginal stock. Her
man was considerably younger and half her size. He could have stepped out of the jungles
of Malaya being so evidently a descendant of the original inhabitants of that peninsula.
His hair was frizzy almost like a Negro’s but a bit longer. His name was Willy and he
played an assortment of tunes clicking two soup spoons together in one hand. Clickety,
clickety clack they went, his dark, glittering little eyes lighting up and old Minah tapping
her feet. A knowing smile would spread across her face as she prodded and poked around
with a big wooden spoon in a cauldron of perpetually bubbling stew. Willy never seemed
to do any work other than collect wood and keep the fire going for the stove and the
outside boiler.
Flash was intrigued at the relationship of this couple. Willy would have been all of
twenty years younger. But old Minah’s skin was smooth and shone like that of a young
woman. He sensed that one of them had a strange sexual hold over the other but he wasn’t
sure which party it was. But they were good to him and he never lacked for liberal
helpings of food.
Then there was Red—eyed Ali, a Malay, who would spend much of his time swinging
gently in his hammock outside the staff quarters. He would watch proceedings in a
detached manner and puff on his home grown tobacco leaves rolled in coarse butcher’s
paper.
Flash felt a disquiet about Red—eyed Ali. He was not in fact a Malay but from
Indonesia, and like many Indonesians called themselves Malays to avoid problems with
the authorities at not coming from a British colony. The Sumatran (as that was the island
he was from) was not directly rude towards Flash but neither did he make any attempts at
friendship. He was considerably younger than Flash and his left eye with the reddish tinge
to the pupil gave him a strange and sinister air.
And then there was the housemaid called Bulat. She was a Kopanger. These people
came from the western end of Timor, which is closer to Australia than any of the other
Indonesian Islands. Bulat was plump and pretty and newly arrived on the island. The
station hands, called jackaroos, weren’t slow at making a pass at her. Two of them were
white men but their first concern was beer, which came in large brown bottles packed in
straw inside long wooden crates. The other two were a typical Dolphin Bay mix of
European and various other bloods.
Flash had an eye for detail. A pronounced nose would invariably speak of the
antecedence of an Afghan camel driver. Others with a big mop of fuzzy hair he knew had
their origins from over on the other side of Australia such as the Solomon Islands or the

Whitsun Passage and generally referred to as T.I’s which stood for Thursday Islanders.
There were few Aborigines from Dolphin Bay itself as they had for the most part been
massacred by an inland tribe earlier on and the remnant since absorbed by the newcomers.
Those part Aborigines who moved into Dolphin Bay from the Murchison River area to
the South had the heavy bone structure from the Dutch survivors from an early shipwreck.
But irrespective of their different blood lines and idiosyncrasies, Flash noticed these
station hands were all practical and capable with their hands. If a man wasn’t too adept
with machinery he made up for it working with leather and repairing harnesses. Others
could break in horses or had a knack with the sheep of which there were several thousand
on the island.
But when it came to appearance there was not a man — nor a woman for that matter —
who could rival Flash Domingoe. Trouble was there just wasn’t the audience here to
appreciate such finery in their midst.
When shearing time came, the population swelled by another dozen ill-clad, rough
spoken shearers, four roustabouts and a cook. If the cook was a woman she was invariably
part Aboriginal and would be company for Minah. If it was a man Flash would keep well
out of his way as he soon found this breed to be dangerous and unpredictable. They would
get horribly drunk and chase people with a meat cleaver if anything rude was said about
their cooking.
He was wary of most white men at this level of society. They seemed to revel in their
coarseness and at the same time he was in awe of their abilities and physical strength.
They could fix and build things, and, when it suited them, work like maniacs. They ate
and drank to excess and laughed noisily. When they got drunk, which seemed like every
night, they would play practical jokes on one another, howl with laughter or take to hitting
each other with their large fists. They also had no appreciation for his sartorial elegance.
Quite the reverse, when the first time the shearing team had arrived and he made a point of
passing their quarters in his finery he was greeted with derisive shouts of laughter and
hideous comments questioning his manhood.
Flash had experienced this on previous occasions from the white men over at Fresh
Water Camp but here on Dirk Hartog Island he felt more vulnerable. At the outset he
sought to pass off the shearers’ ribald comments with a look of disdain and give an extra
twirl of his Malacca cane as he passed by.
But when one of the roustabouts starting hopping along in front of him and crowing like
a rooster, he beat an undignified retreat.
At least Bulat seemed to appreciate his style. She would lean against the door frame,
her mouth with its pearly teeth smiling pleasantly and say, “Aieee — Flash bunyuk chante
— lah!” (Isn’t Flash a pretty sight).
And Flash, his dignity restored, would doff his hat and with a small bow stroll past her
twirling his Malacca cane a full three hundred and sixty degree circle.
As Flash could be trusted to think for himself he worked a good deal of the time by

himself on all manner of jobs the boss man gave him. He would be sent to fix a broken
fence line or ensure the sheep troughs were flowing.
He particularly liked it when asked to catch some schnapper. This would happen about
twice a week and he would gut, scale and fillet the freshly caught fish with the precision
of a surgeon. They were mostly pink but some were black and generally preferred. More
and more often he found himself putting the largest of the black ones aside for Bulat.
These he would present to her with a dignified bow as befitting a Spanish nobleman.
During his ceremonial evening walk he was increasingly aware that Bulat was the only
genuine audience he had. The other station hands would play cards and shout noisily with
the shearing team whilst the station boss would do his books, read
and turn in early.
Willy, sitting in the kitchen would play his spoons for Minah. And Red-eyed Ali,
puffing on his cigarette and would gaze at Flash in his disquieting manner.
Then one day Bulat asked Flash if he had a spare silk shirt for her. An extraordinary
turmoil pervaded his being.
He had acquired his humble little wardrobe over all these years. Some items, like the
coloured handkerchiefs, he had a number of. But each represented months of scrimping
and scraping and there were only six of them. It was the same with the three pairs of
trousers. Two were acceptable but the third pair was only serving as a decorative piece of
threadbare memorabilia in the bottom of his trunk. There were the two hats and his one
Malacca cane.
He had four shirts altogether, but two of these were old and held together by little more
than the stitches of years of painstaking repairs. However, he realised with increasing
anxiety, that pleasing Bulat was possibly more important to him than was this shirt.
For the first time in his life he experienced strange sensations when he either saw the
plump young Kopang girl, or thought of her — the latter condition afflicting him during
all his waking hours.
“I’m in love,” he sighed not daring to express the words other than in his native Telagu.
He became even more fastidious with the washing of his clothes and his person than ever
before.
The evening walk took on a new dimension. A greater activity accompanied the twirling
of his cane. New melodies from tunes of long ago emanated from his lips.
Being considerably older than the young Kopang girl he displayed a gentlemanly
discretion when in close proximity to her. He tried hard not to look at her well rounded
and ample breasts which were somewhat evident under her newly acquired lace fronted
shirt.
The most disquieting and yet most exquisite occasions were when she would stand
close to him and putting a hand gently on his arm would say, “Aah — tuppee itu bunyak
chante — but isn’t it so beautiful,” and with her other hand she would softly finger which

ever item it was she now fancied..
Flash’s heart would race. “Carramba!” he would groan inwardly, “now it’s my second
shirt!’ He pictured the two remaining in the trunk. They would hardly last another wash!
Well, it wasn’t long before he had given her all six of his gaudy handkerchiefs, the two
good shirts, both of his best trousers, his best hat and, incredibly, his magnificent shoes.
But the evening ritual continued with Flash looking more and more dilapidated and Bulat
leaning against the doorframe, increasingly more resplendent in her newly acquired
wardrobe.
In the kitchen old Minah and Willy winked at one another. In his hammock Red-eyed
Ali puffed on his home made cigarettes, blowing the occasional smoke ring up into the air.
The male clothing enhanced Bulat’s femininity. Even the trousers which were really too
tight and couldn’t be done up at the top introduced an air of the music hall and McIntyre,
looking out from his study window wondered how long it would be before she acquired
the cane. For the first time in a long while McIntyre chuckled as he pictured her doing a
song and dance act with Flash’s hat perched on her head.
For Flash the whole scenario was becoming an intimate affair. An outside audience was
no longer necessary. In fact he was starting to resent the younger man with his malevolent
red eye gazing on the pair of them.
Flash’s promenading up and down the beach was starting to take on a bizarre quality.
All he had was the remnants of a once fine wardrobe. Those that he now wore were the
very oldest of his clothes which he had never been able to throw away. Beautifully
stitched and ironed they had lain in state in the bottom of his black tin trunk.
Now they were being resurrected. Trouble was, they weren’t lasting the course. If
perhaps Flash had walked in a more leisurely and dignified manner as in the old days they
might have held out.
There was an increasing frenzy in his actions - the vigour of a man driven. He was
besotted. In the years of parading around in his fancy attire, preoccupied with the image he
presented to the world, he had developed no social skills of interacting with women. He
was a diligent employee who knew how to carry out his employer’s instructions. But
whilst other men and women had talked and loved and quarrelled with one another, Flash
had alienated himself and now, finding he was on a barren rock, his attempts at
conversation with Bulat were even more stilted and awkward.
The more infatuated he became the more he was tongue-tied and, over and above giving
her yet one more piece of clothing, he resorted to doing the one thing he was well
practiced in. And that was parading up and down like a dandy – albeit one of mature years
now with long grey side-whiskers. His behaviour reminded the station manager of an
epileptic.
For the first time in a long while, McIntyre actually came out onto the homestead
veranda and watched with fascination the antics of his Filipino station hand. When Flash
had first arrived he had watched him with some amusement for the first few evenings but

only briefly. When one of the partners or another visitor had stayed, McIntyre would point
out the dapper, copper skinned Manilla man for it created a bit of a diversion, a
momentary talking point on this isolated island in this forlorn cut-off part of Australia.
McIntyre, normally a taciturn and reserved man, now found himself looking forward to
the Filipino’s increasingly wild antics on the beach front. It beat any vaudeville act.
Flash, shrilly whistling an accompaniment of old Flamenco songs he had heard as a
youngster, was involved in intricate and energetic steps sideways, forward and back. He
would clap his hands and shout `Ole!’ and then throw his cane even higher and better than
any drum major.
The other station hands started to turn up for the evening spectacle and the more
dramatic actions were greeted with a round of applause.
Flattering as this might have been for Flash — who now looked and behaved more and
more like an ill clad and demented monkey — he only had eyes for the full breasted girl
from Kopang.
The end came as suddenly, abruptly and as unexpectedly as had Flash Domingoe fallen
for the dusky maiden.
Whether it was a burst blood vessel in his heart or in his head McIntyre wasn’t sure. As
the station manager tried to piece the story together he got the impression that Bulat,
Minah, Willy, and Red-eyed Ali knew more than they cared to let on.
Flash had not died from the exertions of that previous evening. He had put on his
customarily spectacular show and finished with the flourish of a low bow in Bulat’s
direction amidst much clapping and whistles from the shed hands.
His body was found lying spread eagle on his hack, his right hand still tightly clasping
his Malacca cane. His eyes were open and staring, a look of anguish and horror on his
face. He was in his sarong, the customary attire for most of the natives at night.
The fact that the body was outside Red-eyed Ali’s little window was what alerted the
station manager’s suspicions. The window was no more than a small opening over which
hung a piece of sacking. Strangely, it had been pulled down, obviously quite violently
judging by the rents around where it had been nailed on the outside lintel.
McIntyre was not in the habit of going into the employees’ quarters but he decided to do
so in this instance. He had sent Red-eyed Ali and Willy to go and help dig the grave at the
little cemetery over the rise.
It was when entering the small, unadorned room with its few bits and pieces of furniture
that he noticed the cuff of a sleeve just visible under the bed over which a grey blanket
was spread that reached the floor. He knelt down, lifting the blanket and peered under
Red-eyed Ali’s bed. Sure enough, there were the other bits and pieces of Flash’s wardrobe.
McIntyre straightened up, his lips pursed. Poor old flash. There’s no fool like an old
fool, he thought.
He said nothing more about the incident other than to give the necessary orders for the

burial of the Manila man.
The police sergeant from Fresh water camp would have to be notified and some papers
signed. That evening after the formalities had been completed and Fredrico San Miguel
Fernandez Domingoe’s body laid to rest, the police sergeant and station manager enjoyed
a large bottle of beer apiece on the front veranda. A cool sea breeze wafted in and the two
white men spoke of the improved price of pearl shell and other generalities.
Red-eyed Ali, swinging lazily in his hammock brushed some cigarette ash off the front
of his exquisitely embroidered shirt. When the white men had gone indoors he eased
himself out of the hammock. Placing his newly acquired little straw hat on his head he
tilted it slightly back and to one side. There was the same full moon coming up over the
horizon as last night.
As the station manager blew out the fluttering wick of his lamp beside his bed he could
just hear the faint sounds of Bulat’s delighted squeals. He felt a momentary pang of
sympathy for Flash. When filling in the forms the police sergeant had asked him if he
suspected there had been foul play.
“Not from a coroner’s point of view,” McIntyre had replied, “but I guess Flash might
have viewed things differently.”
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